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Name ____________________________    Class __________________  Date ____________

1 Underline the adverb in the following 
sentence. 

 We had a substitute teacher  

yesterday.

3 Circle the correct adverb. 

 Sue had to arrive ________ in order to get 
a good seat at the concert.

8 Circle the correct adjective. 

 The ________ rabbit crossed 
the street carefully.  

10  Underline the adjective(s) in the    
 following sentence.  

  Sam told a hilarious joke  

 during lunch.  

4 What is the proper adverb for the following 
sentence?  Circle the answer letter.  

 Ray and Jennifer worked ________  
together. 

9 What is the adverb in the following 
sentence?  Circle the answer letter.  

 The bird happily chirped a pretty song.

2 Underline the adjective(s) in the following 
sentence.  

 Sandy was a patient driver as she coasted 

behind the slow car.

7 Circle the correct adverb. 

 Jon worked ________ on his homework.  
He was able to correctly complete all his 
work by dinnertime. 

6 Underline the adjective(s) 
in the following sentence.  

 The wise owl knew the  

answer.

Vocabulary: Adjectives & Adverbs ELA 
E

5 Circle the correct adjective. 

 The city bus made ________ stops.  

silly

after

diligently

cautious

during

loudly

lazy

early

quietly 

a.  happily

a.  frequently

a.  welling

b.  chirped

b.  frequenting

b.  well

c.  pretty

c.  frequent

c.  wellily
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